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Jeremy and Amy
Jeremy Keeling first met Amy, an
abandoned orang-utan, when he was
looking after the private menagerie of
music impresario Gordon Mills. Amy had
been born to an orang-utan with no
maternal instincts and Jeremy, feeling a
connection with the rejected primate,
hand-reared her. A friendship was forged
that would become the defining
relationship of both their lives. One day in
1984, when Jeremy was driving along with
one-year-old Amy sitting beside him in the
passenger seat, he fell asleep at the wheel
and caused a horrific car crash. The first
policeman on the scene crawled into the
wreckage where he was staggered to see a
hairy, non-human hand cradling Jeremys
head amid the glass and twisted metal:
having been saved by Jeremy, Amy now
refused to let him go. For Jeremy, it was to
be a long convalescence, but he and Amy
joined forces with Jim Cronin, a
tough-talking primate-lover from the
Bronx, who shared his vision of creating a
sanctuary for abused and abandoned
monkeys. Pooling their knowledge, passion
and meagre resources, the two men took on
a derelict pig farm in Dorset and, over the
next twenty years, slowly transformed it
into a 65-acre, cage-less sanctuary for
beleaguered primates, rescued from
poachers, photographers and scientists on
daring raids. Monkey World is now
internationally famous and attracts some
800,000 visitors a year. This is a high-wire
adventure story of grit and determination,
and of love, hope and 88 Capuchin
monkeys in the back of a Hercules
transport plane, but most of all, at its heart,
it is an inspiring tale of the life-changing
bond between one man and his ape.
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Amy McConnell and Jeremy Duffys Wedding Website - The Knot Little People, Big World Stars Celebrate
Jeremy, Audrey Baby News Jeremy Keeling first met Amy, an orang-utan, when he was looking after the private
menagerie of rock-n-roll music producer Gordon Mills. A friendship was Jeremy and Amy - Google Books Result
Jeremy Keeling first met Amy, an orang-utan abandoned by his mother, when he was looking after the private
menagerie of music impresario Gordon Mills. My wild life in the monkey businessJEREMY AND AMY - Daily Mail
After several months of being friends and cubicle neighbors while working at E! Entertainment, Amy and Jeremys
platonic relationship began to morph i. Images for Jeremy and Amy Jeremy Keeling first met Amy, an abandoned
orang-utan, in the 1960s when he was looking after the private menagerie of music impresario Gordon Mills. Jeremy &
Amy: The Extraordinary Story of One Man - Goodreads Welcome to Amy Kopin and Jeremy Samuelss Wedding
Website! View photos, directions, registry details and more at The Knot. :Customer Reviews: Jeremy and Amy: The
Hello, Jeremy, where are you? she asked through the crackling. Little lips flicked the tip of my finger. Im saying hello to
Gordon, I replied. There was a static Jeremy and Amy by Jeremy Keeling Waterstones - 3 minWell, the family is
complete. The youngest Moore brother, Jeremy, finally got a Yes from Amys dad Jeremy & Amy: The
Extraordinary Story of One Man and - Amazon Jeremy and Amy: The Extraordinary Story of One Man and His
Orang-utan by Jeremy Keeling at - ISBN 10: 1906021988 - ISBN 13: Amy Kopin and Jeremy Samuelss Wedding
Website - The Knot Jeremy Keeling first met Amy, an abandoned orang-utan, when he was looking after the private
menagerie of music impresario Gordon Mills. Amy had been Amy and Jeremys Wedding - Wedding Website Wedding on Jun 4 Welcome to Amy and Jeremys (a.k.a. the future Bordeauxs) wedding website! We will be getting
married on June 4, 2016 at Koru Village in Avon, Hatteras JEREMY KEELING: The orangutan who saved my life
Daily Mail Welcome to Amy McConnell and Jeremy Duffys Wedding Website! View photos, directions, registry
details and more at The Knot. Short Books :: Jeremy and Amy The revelation merits only a passing reference in
Keelings autobiography, Jeremy and Amy (Amy being the orang-utan who is a key figure in Jeremy and Amy: The
Extraordinary Story of One Man and - NHBS Jeremy & Amy by Jeremy Keeling Waterstones Buy Jeremy &
Amy by Jeremy Keeling from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your local Waterstones or get FREE UK
delivery on 9781906021986: Jeremy and Amy: The Extraordinary Story of One One day in 1984, when Jeremy was
driving along with one-year-old Amy sitting beside him in the passenger seat, he fell asleep at the wheel and caused a
Jeremy & Amy by Jeremy Keeling Waterstones Jeremy & Amy has 195 ratings and 27 reviews. Lindsey said: This
was an incredibly moving story of one man and his best friend, the curmudgeonly Amy. Jeremy and Amy: The
Extraordinary Story of One - Buy Jeremy and Amy by Jeremy Keeling from Waterstones today! Click and Collect
from your local Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on Jeremy & Amy Highlight Film Grace Bible Church
Wedding Jeremy Keeling first met Amy, an orang-utan abandoned by his mother, when he was looking after the
private menagerie of music impresario Gordon Mills. Jeremy Keeling first met Amy, an abandoned orang-utan, when
he was looking after the private menagerie of music impresario Gordon Mills. Jeremy Keeling: the monkey mans
dark secret - Telegraph Jeremy & Amy by Jeremy Keeling, 9781907595189, available at Book Depository with free
delivery worldwide. Jeremy & Amy: The Extraordinary Story of One Man - Amazon UK Buy Jeremy & Amy by
Jeremy Keeling from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your local Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on
Jeremy & Amy. Jeremy Keeling with Rick Broadbent: Jeremy Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for
Jeremy and Amy: The Extraordinary Story of One Man and His Orang-utan at . Read honest Jeremy & Amy : Jeremy
Keeling : 9781907595189 - Book Depository Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Jeremy & Amy:
The Extraordinary Story of One Man and His Orang-utan at . Read honest and :Customer Reviews: Jeremy & Amy:
The Extraordinary Jeremy Keeling is the Animal Director of the Monkey World sanctuary in Hanging out: Jeremy
Keeling with abandoned orang-utan Amy.
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